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License Application Import

Technologies used: SharePoint, Microsoft Lists, Power Apps, 
Power Automate and Power BI



The Problem:

(SGSA) receives applications from football grounds with the aim of obtaining a
licence to host persistently-standing spectators at football matches, a requirement
that has been in place since the disaster at the Hillsborough Stadium in 1989. This
has been a manually run process, where an Excel workbook is sent to each club for
senior staff to complete and return to the SGSA. 
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In addition to gathering the main licence application data, clubs submit data on
injuries sustained by staff and spectators at the ground, during matches, and this
data is gathered and sent to a third party for analysis. Processing many sets of
complex data is cumbersome, and the SGSA were looking for a way to automate
the process as much as possible.

The data supplied in the workbook is assessed against a set of
criteria and a risk rating is applied to the football ground. If the
risk of having persistently-standing spectators is considered to
be within acceptable limits, the ground is granted a licence.
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The Solution:

A SharePoint site was built to host the form data, with the various lists linked to the
parent licence application record. The main part of the project was import and
gathering of data using one of the two main Power Automate flow processes.  The
import flow was triggered when a member of SGSA staff uploaded a completed
Excel licence application workbook to a document library on the licencing
SharePoint site.

Once the licence application workbooks had all been imported, a second Power
Automate flow process was manually run which would gather the record data
from the SharePoint lists that relate to injuries (for staff/spectators injured during
a football game at the ground in question), and write those records out to a new
summarised Excel workbook.  This injury data summary workbook would then be
sent away for analysis.

Once the parent licence record was in place, the flow would
go through the remaining tables in the Excel workbook,
extracting data and writing either one or many records to
associated lists in the SharePoint licencing site.



Business Benefit of our solution:

Data was captured in a more consistent way using the Excel workbooks and the
use of data validation limited errors. Importing of data, from a staff perspective,
was no more complex than dragging and dropping an Excel workbook into a
SharePoint document library.
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Data in SharePoint could be viewed immediately after import,
allowing SGSA staff to see and compare information across
clubs without having to open and view data in Excel
workbooks side-by-side.

Staff time which would normally be spent sending out licence application forms, and
then manually processing the returned documents, could be used instead to carry
out other SGSA work.The gathering of application data was simplified, and the
production of the amalgamated injury information data set was also simplified as
much as possible, removing the need for staff to be involved.


